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The tragic destruction of Notre Dame Cathedral
in Paris brings up many questions for the study of
cities, including: What do these buildings provide to
society, and how much is that worth?
Church buildings represent one of Canada’s
most underutilized urban asset classes. Their heritage architecture, green space, and permitted land
use are often undervalued or are frustrating elements of wider urban plans. A new pan-Canadian
movement is bringing together heritage, planning,
faith, property, and finance specialists to see if a
new and significant shift can be made toward the
widespread transformation of these places of faith
into secular community hubs. This movement has
assembled under a newly established charity, the
Trinity Centres Foundation, whose aim is to see 100
historic church buildings transformed into “best in
class” solution sets.
Planning frameworks across our provinces and
cities have struggled to encourage systematic programs for adaptive re-use of church buildings. Even
where individual projects have broken that trend,
they often complain of the structural barriers they
were forced to overcome. Organizations like the
National Trust for Canada, Faith & the Common
Good (Greening Sacred Spaces), and the United
Church EDGE team have all been working tirelessly to open discussion. However, they often report
encountering significant barriers to system-wide

breakthrough. These barriers stem from one main
source problem: Traditional church worship and
ministry models ceased to operate successfully some
40 years ago and have not been replaced by anything new, particularly in the case of these historic
buildings themselves. In other words, churches have
resisted innovation to the point where the undercapitalization of their heritage buildings has reached
an almost irreversible condition.
New Future for Old Churches
A brief scan of local news across Canada reads
hundreds of stories following the pattern of “church
struggles to find a new way – private developer
offers a creative solution – [yet] the finished product looks like a condo tower with a tea room on the
third floor.” Of course, there are projects with far
greater success, yet for every win there are dozens
of losses. As one denominational leader recently
said of his experience nationally, “When a dying
church is presented with 20 options for adaptive
re-use, they have an uncanny ability to choose the
least good choice of all – this is otherwise known as
church suicide.”
Using data from Revenue Canada, the United
Church of Canada, and the National Trust for
Canada (as well as my own doctoral research), it is
estimated some 10,000 of Canada’s 28,000 church
buildings will close in the next 10 years. In many
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cases, small rural buildings will continue
to make charming single-family residential conversions. Some larger buildings
with high heritage value will see multiunit residential built within an existing
building envelope. However, many
buildings with poorer location and build
quality will continue to head for their
inevitable fate of demolition. Of greatest
concern are the church buildings located
in the centre of urban or growth areas
where there is a radical shortage of space
for community gathering, library, school,
incidental meetings, or for the countless
public and charitable providers of social
and community services.
At the heart of this problem is a misunderstanding of the 150-plus year old
implicit social contract that provided
colonial land for these buildings, which
has effectively afforded these sites a zero
rate of tax. For city planners, this is a
particularly frustrating reality when dealing with church leaders whose argument
is often that “We, the church, paid for
this building and we, the church, hold
the sole right to decide on its fate.” A
more careful reading of history reveals
many of Canada’s finest church buildings
were given free land in exchange for their
provision of a vital amenity to the new
residential developments of their day:
Namely, ethnic and linguistic gathering
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places for Canada’s second nations of
French, English, Scottish, Irish, and later
other European migrants.
Examining Historic Church Uses
It can be argued this presents a historical question of First Nations’ justice,
but equally it raises an onward question
for Canada’s Third Nations (those arriving after the Second World War). We
do not see today’s refugees or economic
migrants being offered an acre of prime
land, with the invitation to build a faith
community. The former social contract,
however, was not always bad. For some
time, these church buildings did provide
both community and faith space and, as
such, all tax benefits could be said to be
justified. However, as church attendance
diminishes to its lowest point ever, and
as building conditions deteriorate to the
point that they are hardly (legally) usable,
the potential social benefit of many
church buildings has become almost
entirely negligible.
In short, the social contract around
the public support for church buildings
is long past its expiry date.
What would it look like to renew
this social contract entirely? What if
church buildings could retain some
residual usage as places of faith, but
take on a far more significant vocation

as community hubs being imagined by
Canada’s best thinkers and urbanists.
From Jane Jacobs’ “organic cities” to
Henry Mintzberg’s “plural sector,” the
importance of resilient local community
is well known. Richard Florida describes
the importance of physical place for this
new “creative class.” Old sages like G. K.
Chesterton predicted the infatuation of
the Millennial with beauty, image, and
authenticity. As many urban designers
note, you cannot build character – it
only comes with time. Church buildings
transformed into well-capitalized, carefully networked, and vibrant community
hubs provide an answer to so many of
today's urbanistic calls to action.
There are many signs of hope across
North America. Trinity-St. Paul’s United
Church in Toronto is better known for
its Tafelmusik than its community of
faith. The Judson Memorial Church in
New York boasts “Faith, Arts, Justice”
as its banner. St. Jax Montreal recently
became the home for one of the city’s
newest circus companies. These stories
bring more major revenue partners, as
well as a sense of a wider and more current story of relevant social impact.
If these concepts could be constructively (and sustainably) layered over the
more tried and tested models of youth
clubs, addiction support groups, food
security depots, and places for integration across social classes, then a more
robust model could appear. The Halo
Project calculates this value in the billions of dollars. They argue that it would
cost cities three or four times more to
replace these services if all churches were
closed tomorrow. How can we therefore
measure sustainable resilience and, if we
measure it, who will pay to see more of
it happen?
Municipalities tend to respond to
political need translated into deliverable
projects. Much of the service measured
by the Halo Project has not been seen
as necessary, and much of its delivery
is complicated and confusing to cost.
Should we plan for a new group of
refugee migrants to gather and cook delicacies from their motherland? Should we
support the private and academic sectors
in preparing spaces for new movements
like artificial intelligence or manufacturing innovation to thrive? Should we
assemble the various solution sets to clear

the log-jam around adaptive re-use of
church buildings?
Preserving History Offers
Community Savings
The simple answer is, yes. This is the
essence of urban planning and now is a
critical time for leadership in this area.
What should fuel this argument is the
knowledge social isolation and loneliness
can lead to expensive societal costs. We
have yet to connect the cost of a lonely

gunman to the lack of a good Scout
group that might have welcomed him in
as a teenager.
We calculate the costs of suicide
and abandonment, yet we struggle to
find programs that will help respond
systematically. Innovations in community infrastructure may not solve these
problems, but they certainly contribute
to a better ecosystem where solution sets
could. This is the stuff of resilient local
communities that our cities need.

New funds are available from the
federal government for social innovation
and infrastructure. Whatever projects
are assembled to respond to these offers
will require appropriate physical spaces
within densifying urban areas in order
to do their good work. Those spaces
are becoming increasingly costly and
complicated – why not consider church
buildings as our starting point for more
serious thinking? MW
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